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FOREWORD

Dear Friends and Colleagues,
We are delighted to welcome you to the International Workshop on "Control Engineering and
Synthetic Biology: What next?"
Control engineering has revolutionised the way we understand, design and develop advanced
man-made systems from autonomous vehicles and robots, to coordinated groups of such
interacting systems, to large interconnected power and information networks. Inspired by such
progress for physical systems, it is only natural to wonder if the same can be achieved for
biology. This is what motivated us to organise this event.
Rational engineering and control of biological systems is widely recognised as one of the most
exciting and challenging problems of this Century. In particular, de novo rational design,
implementation and control of novel biomolecular systems that can robustly perform predetermined tasks with guaranteed performance under changing and unpredictable conditions
is a key open problem that is currently hindering progress and applications in this area.
Through this event, we aim to explore some of the latest advances at the intersection of
control engineering and synthetic biology and how these pave the way towards some solutions
to these questions.
An event like this would not have been possible without your contributions and supporting
sponsorship. First of all, we would like to thank the main sponsor for this event: UK’s
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). We are indebted to them for
their strategic farsightedness in supporting events such as this one through the EPSRC
Fellowship for Growth Programme under projects EP/M002187/1 and EP/M002454/1. We
would also like to thank the Royal Academy of Engineering and the staff at Prince Philip
House, who have given us the opportunity to organise this meeting in such an exciting venue
at the heart of London. Additionally, we would like to thank all those who have worked hard in
the background to make this event the success that we know it will be. In particular, we would
like to thank our colleagues at Imperial College London, Nazib Ahmed who helped us greatly
with the financial, organisational and logistics aspects of the meeting, Jenna Stevens-Smith
who shared with us her experience and knowledge in organising similar events, and our
Masters students, Vasily Shenshin and Joaquin Gutierrez who provided support in getting the
logistics ready and welcoming delegates.
Finally, our thanks go to you, the delegates. Thank you for coming to the Royal Academy of
Engineering and for contributing your time and energy to this event. We invite you to
participate fully, enjoy the fantastic talks and take full advantage of these two days by meeting
and actively interacting with past, current and future collaborators and friends, and by forging
new networks. We are looking forward to a memorable set of talks, posters and stimulating
discussions.
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As you listen to the talks, explore and discuss the posters, and interact with colleagues, we
invite you to reflect on the following overarching questions:
•
•
•
•

What are the Grand Challenges in Synthetic Biology?
What can control engineering do to help tackle them?
What resources do we need, theoretical/computational/technological, to achieve this?
Where could we go from where we are now by solving these Grand Challenges?

We look forward to meeting you all and to welcoming you to the next event: September 2019,
Oxford. So stay tuned!

Guy-Bart Stan,

Antonis Papachristodoulou

and

Filippo Menolascina

This event follows up from a similarly-themed event we organised in 2014:
http://sysos.eng.ox.ac.uk/wiki/index.php/Workshop_on_Control_Engineering_and_Synthetic_B
iology, for which we received enthusiastic feedback and requests for follow-on meetings.
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POSTER ABSTRACTS
1. Fundamental design principles for transcription-factor-based metabolite biosensors
AHMAD A. MANNAN1,†, DI LIU2,†, FUZHONG ZHANG2, AND DIEGO A. OYARZÚN1
1 DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
2 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL & CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST LOUIS, USA
† EQUAL CONTRIBUTION

Metabolite biosensors are central to current efforts towards the precision engineering of cell
metabolism. Although most research has focused on manipulating naturally evolved biosensors and
building new ones, the tunability of their function remains poorly understood, even though it is a
fundamental aspect for their broad applicability. Here we asked how genetic modifications shape the
dose-response curve of biosensors that are based on metabolite-responsive transcription factors.
Using the lac system in Escherichia coli as a model system, we built promoter libraries with variable
operator sites and revealed interdependencies between biosensor output dynamic range and response
threshold, two parameters characterizing biosensor function. We developed a phenomenological
model to quantify and elucidate such design constraints in biosensors with various architectures and
tunable parameters. The model reveals a maximum achievable dynamic range, and further analysis and
experiments exposed key tunable parameters that provide orthogonal control of biosensor dynamic
range and response threshold. Our work sheds light on fundamental limits of synthetic biology designs
and provides quantitative guidelines for designing biosensor function, with diverse applications in
areas such as dynamic pathway control, strain optimization, and real-time monitoring of metabolism.
2. Bacteriocins provide better maintenance of unstable plasmids than commonly used toxinantitoxin systems
ALEX J H FEDOREC, TANEL OZDEMIR, AND CHRIS P BARNES
DEPARTMENT OF CELL AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY, UCL, UK
Plasmids are commonly used as vectors for introducing synthetic circuits into bacterial hosts. These
circular pieces of extra-chromosomal DNA are easily editable and provide the modularity that is one of
the central goals of synthetic biology. Copy number is also a key dynamical parameter for gene
networks, making genomic integration non-trivial. However, uneven distribution of plasmids within a
cell at the time of division leads to the creation of plasmid-free cells which often outgrow the plasmidbearing population. Antibiotic selection cannot be used as a stability mechanism in environments
where the disruption of other bacterial communities is undesirable. Naturally occurring plasmids have
evolved several mechanisms for enhancing plasmid stability, such as active partitioning and postsegregational killing.
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Here we implement a deterministic model describing the population dynamics of plasmid-bearing
bacteria. Using flow cytometry, we quantify the change in the plasmid-bearing fraction of bacterial
populations in the presence the bacteriocin microcin-V and different toxin-antitoxin systems (Hok/Sok,
Axe/Txe). We show that microcin-V and Axe/Txe produce stable plasmid-bearing populations over 25
passages; performing better than the commonly used Hok/Sok. Further, we show that microcin-V can
drive a mixed population back to entirely plasmid-bearing; an ability not possible with toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3. Resource allocation control in synthetic gene expression
ALEXANDER DARLINGTON1, JUHYUN KIM2, JOSE JIMENEZ2, AND DECLAN BATES1
1 WARWICK INTEGRATIVE SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY CENTRE, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK, UK
2 FACULTY OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF SURREY, UK

Microorganisms are widely used in synthetic biology for applications which require the simultaneous
expression of multiple genes. However, gene expression in these microbes is limited by the number of
free ribosomes. This resource limitation can result in the emergence of hidden regulatory interactions
between co-expressed genes, for example, the expression of one gene decreases as another increases.
Such hidden interactions can have serious consequences in synthetic biology as resource competition
can introduce coupling which in turn causes circuit performance degradation or even failure. Here, we
propose a novel approach that allows the decoupling of genes in the presence of resource limitations
by dynamically controlling the allocation of translational resources between the host and circuit genes.
We have developed a detailed mechanistic model that captures the key resource limitations in the
system, and shown how this model may be approximated by a reduced model that can be used for the
purposes of controller design. An optimal resource allocation controller which decouples circuit genes
is designed and used to guide the design of an experimentally feasible controller. Simulation results
verify the ability of the controller to effectively remove the regulatory interactions imposed by
translational resource limitations.
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4. Dynamic allocation of orthogonal ribosomes facilitates uncoupling of co-expressed genes
ALEXANDER P.S. DARLINGTON1, JUHYUN KIM2, DECLAN G. BATES1, AND JOSÉ I. JIMÉNEZ2
1 WARWICK INTEGRATIVE SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY CENTRE, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK, UK
2 FACULTY OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF SURREY, UK

Introduction of synthetic circuits into host microbes creates competition between circuit and host
genes for shared cellular resources, such as RNA polymerases and ribosomes. This can lead to the
emergence of unwanted coupling between the expression of different genes, complicating circuit
design and potentially leading to circuit failure. Here we demonstrate the ability of orthogonal
ribosomes to alleviate the effects of this resource competition. We partition the ribosome pool by
expressing an engineered 16S RNA with altered specificity, and use this division of specificity to build
simple resource allocators which reduce the level of ribosome-mediated gene coupling. We then
design and implement a dynamic resource allocation controller, which acts to increase orthogonal
ribosome production as the demand for translational resources by a synthetic circuit increases. Our
results highlight the potential of dynamic translational resource allocation as a means of minimising
the impact of cellular limitations on the function of synthetic circuitry.

5. Development of modular biomolecular integral control for synthetic biology applications
ANDREW NG AND HANA EL-SAMAD
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS, UCSF, USA
PID control has long been the workhorse of modern control systems, but has not yet reached the field
of synthetic biology, where increasingly complex applications demand robust feedback control. We
describe our work towards building integral control in a living cell using genetic parts, laying the
foundation for the construction of an engineered biological PID controller. We develop a modular
controller using sequestration as an implementation of antithetic feedback control, and show that by
targeting a transcription factor (TF) to the plasma membrane we prevent it from activating
transcription. Additionally, we prototype the controllability of a model plant consisting of two inducible
TFs that are connected in series, such that one TF activates the production of the next. We show that
the output of the plant is controllable not only by the inducer concentration, but also on the
concentration of the first inducible TF. Consequently, we are able to control the output of the plant by
changing the concentration of the first TF, and disturb the system by changing the inducer
concentration. Finally, we discuss our efforts to develop optogenetic tools for in silico feedback control
as a method to both prototype and discover control strategies.
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6. Multiple genetic circuits in the yeast S. cerevisiae
ANJA HOFMANN1, SIMON ENGLERT1, TIM PRANGEMEIER2, ANDREAS CHRISTMANN1, AND HARALD KOLMAR1
1 INSTITUTE FOR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY, TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT DARMSTADT, GERMANY
2 DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT DARMSTADT,

GERMANY
In recent years, the development of regulated systems allowing robust and precise on and off
switching of one or more genes of interest, followed by expression or repression has become more and
more attractive for research and industrial purpose [1]. Especially the high homologous recombination
efficiency makes the baker yeast S. cerevisiae an important model organism for synthetic biology.
However, many regulated systems published to date influence the viability of the host cell, show high
basal expression or enable only the overexpression of the target gene without the possibility of fine
regulation. Herein we describe various genetic switches based on a CRISPR/dCas9 regulated system [2]
combined with a heterologous transcription factor tightly regulated by β-estradiol [3] implemented in
S. cerevisiae.
1 Gilbert et al., Cell 2013, 154, 442-451.
2 Zalatan et al., Cell 2015, 160, 339-350.
3 Ottoz et al., Nucleic Acids Res. 2014, 32, e130.

7. Linking model-based control of genetic circuits to optimal bioprocess performance
ARGYRO TSIPA1, DAVID BELL2, PAUL FREEMONT3, AND RICHARD KITNEY1
1 DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
2 DEPARTMENT OF LIFE SCIENCES, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
3 DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK

The interconnected fields of systems and synthetic biology aspire to expand the application of
biotechnology into industrial processing. The emerging field of synthetic biology has already yielded
technological applications, providing new avenues in biotechnology and biomedicine. Engineering and
assembly of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) in a host microorganism regulates the outcome of the
bioprocess of interest. Thus, first principles dynamic modelling of GRNs may lead to predictable and
robust bioprocess operation serving as an advanced synthetic biology tool with direct industrial
application. Significant advances have been succeeded in robust and automated genetic circuits design.
However, it is necessary to integrate the engineered GRN to the desired bioprocess robustly through
an advanced modelling approach. The present framework provides this link connecting GRN modelling
to microbial growth kinetics that enables model-based control at the gene level. The model-based
control achieved at the gene level of a negative feedback loop serves as a proof-of-concept for direct
re-programming of cellular activity. Furthermore, it could serve as a practical and cost effective
solution for optimal bioprocess design.
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8. Frequency doubling in the cyanobacterial circadian clock
BRUNO M.C. MARTINS, ARIJIT K. DAS, LILIANA ANTUNES, CHAO YE, AND JAMES C.W. LOCKE
SAINSBURY LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE, UK
Organisms use oscillators to control rhythmic expression and synchronise cellular processes. Circadian
clocks, for example, generate 24 hour rhythms in anticipation to daily cycles of sunlight. It remains
unclear, however, how clocks interact with other circuits, and what dynamics arise from these
interactions.
We used single-cell microscopy and modelling to study the coupling of the clock to a circuit that
controls expression of the gene psbAI in Synechococcus elongatus. Genes regulated by the clock
typically peak once daily, either at dawn or at dusk. However, when under low light, we observed
frequency doubling in the expression of psbAI, i.e., it peaks twice daily. Using an iteration of modelling
and experiments, we determined the network design principles underlying the dynamics of frequency
doubling. Next, we applied genetic and environmental perturbations and found these dynamics can be
modulated: we can generate either single-peak or two-peak expression, and modify the main
frequency of the output.
Rational design of oscillators is a goal of synthetic biology, but natural systems are already endowed
with reliable clocks. Understanding how to harness clocks to generate specific (non- circadian)
frequencies, and how to systematically integrate clocks with other pathways may give us powerful
tools to build complex synthetic circuits.

9. An ultrasensitive motif for robust closed loop control of biomolecular systems
CHRISTIAN CUBA SAMANIEGO AND ELISA FRANCO
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UC RIVERSIDE, USA
We describe a molecular reaction network that can be used to achieve robust closed loop control in
synthetic biology. The network relies on a motif that exhibits an ultrasensitive input-output mapping,
and is therefore termed “Brink Controller”. Ultrasensitivity is achieved by combining molecular
titration and an activation/deactivation cycle, and requires the presence of fast titration and switching
rates, together with slow degradation rates. The controller reactions could potentially be realized
using nucleic acids or monomeric proteins. Using numerical analysis we demonstrate that
ultrasensitivity of the controller output renders the closed loop system robust to perturbations in the
system parameters.
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10. Rapid evaluation of stochastic synthetic networks in fluctuating environments
EMMA.M. KEIZER1, BJÖRN BASTIAN1, ROBERT W. SMITH1, RAMON GRIMA2, AND CHRISTIAN FLECK1
1 LABORATORY FOR SYSTEMS AND SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY, WAGENINGEN UR, THE NETHERLANDS
2 SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, UK

Biochemical systems evolve stochastically in time as a result of both the network’s inherent reactions
and fluctuations due to the cell’s highly dynamic environment. This stochasticity leads to both
advantageous and detrimental cell phenotypes depending on the reactions that exploit these noise
sources. Computer simulations of large stochastic biochemical networks are often extremely time
consuming due to the number of reactions that are required to take place. It is therefore desirable to
develop an efficient approach to help us understand how stochastic fluctuations impact biological
networks.
In this work, the validity of an analytical method is shown that captures the effects of both intrinsic
stochasticity and fluctuations from the cellular environment on the system properties of small
biochemical networks.
The method is based on an approximation of the chemical master equation (CME) known as the linear
noise approximation (LNA), and is valid for external fluctuations that are slower than the dynamics of
internal processes. The analytical nature of the method makes it several orders of magnitude faster
than simulation-based approaches. This allows us to predict effects of extrinsic fluctuations on a
network’s ability to maintain function, reliability of signal transduction, and could provide insights into
the design principles of synthetic networks.

11. A Multiple-Input System to Tune and Control Gene Expression in Mammalian Cells
ELISA PEDONE1,2, †, DAN ROCCA1,2,3, †, FRANCESCO AULICINO3,4, AND LUCIA MARUCCI1,2,3
1 DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL, UK
2 SCHOOL OF CELLULAR & MOLECULAR MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL, UK
3 BRISSYNBIO, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL, UK
4 BIOCHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL, UK
† EQUAL CONTRIBUTION

Cellular decision-making and homeostasis are orchestrated by the dynamic interplay between
signalling pathways and the extracellular environment. To dissect how signalling networks sense,
encode and process information we need to understand how the individual molecular components
vary over time in response to diverse input signals and, consequently, affect cell fate.
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Achieving tight temporal regulation of components of signalling pathways in mammalian cells is still an
open challenge. Here, we present an engineered system for targeted regulation at both transcriptional
and post-translational level of a gene of interest, combining the use of Tet-On and a DHFR
destabilization domain, respectively.
The system is engineered to tune components of the Wnt signalling pathway, and will be later used for
real-time control of the pathway activity in mammalian cells cultured in microfluidic devices, using
both open- and closed-loop control strategies. This will allow tracking of the information flow through
cellular signalling networks in real time and, ultimately, controlling cellular decision-making in
mammalian cells.

12. Engineering synthetic push-pull circuits from DNA
ISMAEL MULLOR-RUIZ, GUY-BART V. STAN, AND THOMAS E. OULDRIDGE
DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
Push-pull networks, involving a substrate that can be switched between active and inactive states by
two catalysts, propagate and process signals related to the relative abundance of the catalysts. Pushpull motifs are prominent in protein regulation and ubiquitous in cellular signalling, which features
multi-step cascades.
We aim to develop the first synthetic push-pull networks using in vitro DNA nanotechnology.The ability
to rationally design systems at the base-pair level will allow not only network construction, but also
systematic exploration of the design space.This process will provide understanding of natural systems
and allow optimisation of synthetic motifs, a key step towards truly programmable synthetic biology.
We present our basic designs and initial experimental results.

14. Balancing a genetic toggle switch by real-time feedback control and periodic forcing
JEAN-BAPTISTE LUGAGNE1,2, MÉLANIE KIRCH1,2, AGNÈS KÖHLER1,2, GRÉGORY BATT1,3, AND PASCAL HERSEN2
1 INRIA, FRANCE
2 CNRS, FRANCE
3 INSTITUT PASTEUR, FRANCE

Feedback control methods have recently been applied to successfully take control of cellular functions.
This novel field of research aims to remotely pilot cellular processes in real-time with unprecedented
levels of robustness and precision to leverage the biotechnological potential of synthetic biology. Here,
we investigate the control of multistable gene regulatory networks, which are ubiquitously found in
nature and play critical roles in cell differentiation and cellular decision-making. As these circuits
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display hysteresis, they raise specific control challenges and are ideal systems to demonstrate the
potential of cybergenetics for systems and synthetic biology. Using a dual in silico feedback control
loop, we demonstrate that a genetic toggle switch can be dynamically maintained away from its two
attractive stable states. Thus, single cells could be controlled to remain in an undecided state for
extended periods of time. Importantly, we also show that a direct method based on dual periodic
forcing and inspired by Kapitza’s pendulum, is sufficient to simultaneously reset the states of many
cells and maintain them in an undecided state. We anticipate that periodic stimulations may provide a
mechanism to dynamically play with cellular fates with vast fundamental and biotechnological
applications.

15. Automatic in vivo model calibration via online Optimal Experimental Design
LUCIA BANDIERA1,2,3, ALASTAIR HUME4, EVA BALSA-CANTO5, PETER S. SWAIN2,3 AND FILIPPO MENOLASCINA1,2
1 INSTITUTE FOR BIOENGINEERING, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UK
2 SYNTHSYS- CENTRE FOR SYNTHETIC AND SYSTEMS BIOLOGY, THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UK
3 SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, SCOTLAN, UK
4 EDINBURGH PARALLEL COMPUTING CENTRE, THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UK
5 PROCESS ENGINEERING GROUP, INSTITUTO DE INVESTIGACIONES MARINAS, SPANISH COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH,

VIGO, SPAIN
Despite the successes and opportunities of Synthetic Biology, assembling gene networks with
predictable functions remains challenging. Enabling the rational engineering of synthetic circuits,
mathematical models provide a means to solve this problem. Yet, they are perceived as expensive and
laborious to obtain as non-optimal experiments have been used so far to infer them.
As a first step towards a cheaper, faster model inference, here we propose to automate model
calibration through combining Optimal Experimental Design and in vivo experiments in an
identification loop. Using the pGAL1 as a model, we compared the posterior uncertainty and
convergence rate of parameter estimates obtained using optimally designed, random and experiencebased (pulsed and step) inputs in iterative system identification. The results, experimentally validated
in a microfluidics platform, confirm the optimally designed input as the best candidate to maximize the
informative yield of experiments. We then use such input to assess the improvement of closed-loop
over open-loop parameter identification. Specifically, we explore the dependency of parameter
uncertainty on the trade-off between the duration of sub-experiments and the number of iterations of
input design.
Ultimately, we highlight optimal input design as a key strategy towards automation of reliable,
accurate and low-cost system identification.
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16. Programming and reprogramming neural cell types using synthetic transcription factors
MANTAS MATJUSAITIS1, ANDREA MARTELLA2, AND STEVEN POLLARD1
1 MRC CENTRE FOR REGENERATIVE MEDICINE, THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, UK
2

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, UK

An efficient method to produce large numbers of desirable human cell types in the laboratory is a
major goal of stem cell research. Current approaches have focused on a strategy of recapitulating the
events of normal embryogenesis in culture, by treating cells in stepwise protocols with cocktails of
growth factors, pharmaceutical agents or forced expression of master regulatory transcription factors.
However, these strategies are often inefficient and unreliable. Recently a new opportunity has arisen
to exploit synthetic transcription factors (sTFs) to program and reprogram cell fate. These are TALE or
Cas9 engineered DNA binding domains tethered to various transcriptional regulatory effector domains
(e.g. VP16, KRAB). We report progress with the production and testing of sTFs designed to activate
expression of Sox10, Olig2 and Nkx2-2 – reprogramming factors known to drive mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs) to acquire an oligodendrocyte progenitor cell fate when overexpressed. We explore
whether such sTFs can operate in multiplex to efficiently drive reprogramming. Ultimately we wish to
assess if genome-wide transcriptional resetting is possible by delivery of pools of sTFs to target
multiple target genes and what are the opportunities and limitation of this approach.

17. Understanding How Changes in Physiological States During Aging Affect Biological Circuits
MATTHEW M. CRANE AND MATT KAEBERLEIN
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, USA
The underlying cellular physiology can significantly affect how cells make decisions or how biological
circuits perform. For example, an abundance or lack of energy fixes the amount of free cellular
production capacity. This will determine how quickly genes are expressed, proteins degraded, or
translocation happens. Within a population of isogenic cells, there are subtle differences in the
underlying physiological states which affect this free production capacity. Some cells have more
efficient mitochondria, or may inherent more damaged proteins. These differences create extrinsic
variation among cells, and places them in altered physiological states. The physiological state
influences the behavior of both evolved circuits, and synthetic systems. We are beginning to
understand how gene expression burdens of synthetic systems influence and are influenced by the
physiological state of the cell. Still unknown, though, is how cellular aging changes the physiological
state of cells, and how this in turn influences biological circuits. This is important both to understand
how synthetic circuits change in an aging chassis, and how evolved decision making circuits in, for
example stem cells, changes depending on the aged physiological state.
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18. Precision engineering of biomolecular systems
MONA K. TONN, AHMAD A. MANNAN, AND DIEGO A. OYARZÚN
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
Our group develops quantitative methods for the analysis and design of biomolecular networks in
living cells. A large part of our work is towards applications in Biotechnology and Healthcare in
collaboration with our experimental partners. Here we will outline some of our foundational work on
precision engineering of biological circuits with ideas from dynamical systems, stochastic analysis and
control theory. We will focus on feedback systems for next-generation metabolic engineering,
including gene circuits for noise control and circuits that produce novel phenotypes in multicellular
metabolic systems. We will also discuss our work on host-circuit interactions through mechanistic
models that describe how gene circuits share molecular resources with the host where they reside.

19. Sources of noise in metabolic reactions
MONA K. TONN, PHILIPP THOMAS, AND DIEGO A. OYARZÚN
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
Genetically identical cells can display significant heterogeneity in their composition. Much research has
focused on protein variability and its connection to stochastic gene expression, one of the most
common examples of a stochastic process in living cells. Cellular metabolism, however, is usually
assumed to behave deterministically because of the high abundance of metabolites and the rapid
timescale of enzymatic reactions, as compared to gene expression. Most metabolic reactions,
however, require catalytic proteins (enzymes) that are known to be noisy. Here we combine stochastic
models for enzyme expression with a stochastic form of Michaelis-Menten kinetics for enzyme activity.
We use simulations and analytic approximations to study how noise propagates between gene
expression and a metabolic product. Our analysis reveals the emergence of long-tailed metabolite
distributions and intricate patterns of bimodal and multimodal behaviour in single reactions.

20. Prediction of Host-Circuit Interactions Using Cell-Free Lysate
OLIVIER BORKOWSKI, GUY-BART STAN, AND TOM ELLIS
DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
Alteration of cell physiology, observed during the production of orthologous proteins, considerably
impacts the behaviour of synthetic circuits complicating our abilities to produce reliable predictions
and efficient designs. To address this, we combined Cell-Free lysate, measurements in E. coli and
modelling to enable prediction of the impact synthetic circuits have on cells. Cell-Free lysate has been
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used by others to rapidly obtain protein expression measurements and predict protein production in
engineered E. coli. Here, we extend this further and use lysate as a platform to measure competition
for resources between different synthetic circuits, allowing us predict in vivo burden. We measured the
resource-use of different genes, combined with different parts in both Cell-Free lysate and in vivo with
E. coli. The competition for resources between our previously described capacity monitor and the
different genes of interest revealed a correlation between lysate and in vivo measurements thus
reinforces the utility of lysate measurements for predicting complex behaviours in cells. In parallel, we
also developed a model to extend predictions in cells producing multiple genes of interest with
different translation efficiencies. By combining these efforts, we will provide a novel method for rapid
in vitro screening of synthetic parts that then allows robust prediction of synthetic circuit behaviours,
efficiencies and their impacts on the host cell.

21. Observability and controllability of engineered metabolic circuits for microbial chemical
production
PABLO CARBONELL, NEIL SWAINSTON, MARK DUNSTAN, RAINER BREITLING, DOUGLAS B. KELL, AND JEAN-LOUP FAULON
MANCHESTER SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE FOR FINE AND SPECIALITY CHEMICALS (SYNBIOCHEM),
MANCHESTER INSTITUTE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER, UK.
Harnessing chemical diversity in microbial production requires the encoding of chemical
transformations through generalized signature descriptors. However, designing metabolic circuits
across the resulting extended design space is a synthetic biology and control engineering problem that
faces several complexity challenges. For instance, regulation of production pathways involves the
design of feedback control loops through metabolic circuits. For this purpose, the first challenge is to
sense the dynamic state of the pathway, i.e. changes in metabolite concentrations through metabolic
observers like those based on transcription factor biosensors. Pathway observability is in that way
defined as the set of fluxes that need to be observed by biosensors in order to determine pathway’s
dynamical state. In a similar fashion, pathway controllability is a problem that consists on finding the
set of regulatory circuits, i.e. promoters, ribosome binding sites, etc., required in order to be able to
bring the pathway into a desired state starting from any initial state. Solving simultaneously both
requirements through analytical techniques such as robust control and systems identification provides
a powerful framework for iterative design. Based on such principles, we have built and tested
combinatorial strain libraries with high compression of the experimental design space for several
biosynthetic pathways.
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22. Constructing synthetic membrane properties in the yeast cells by modulating
phosphatidylinositol phosphate metabolism
RUKMINI JONNALAGADDA AND CHIEH HSU
KENT FUNGAL GROUP, SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF KENT, UK
Synthetic biology, the discipline exploring life sciences by constructing molecular networks from basic
modules, has been a success in understanding gene interactions. However, the complexity of spatial
molecular distribution makes it experimentally difficult to utilise synthetic approaches in cell biology.
Here we show a design to overcome these difficulties.
In eukaryotic cells, organelles exchange materials via membrane trafficking. To initiate correct sorting,
a given membrane is firstly identified by molecular switches, such as the Rab proteins, that shuffle
between membrane and cytosol. A widely accepted hypothesis stating that positive feedback
mechanism defines the stability and organisation of membrane identification process.
We built a synthetic system to study the essence of such processes. We assembled two positive
feedback reactions centred around synthesis and catalysis of phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-triphosphate
(PIP3), the membrane lipid absent in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We confirmed in this synthetic system,
membrane PIP2 and PIP3 levels were controllable and observed potential hysteresis resulting from the
positive feedback loops. We will continue to explore the dynamics of molecular translocalisation and
interaction between the two feedbacks. Not only do we aim for understanding the key regulation in
membrane trafficking, but we also move towards synthesising novel membrane transport/signalling
modules in the cell.

23. Deconvolution of Gene Expression Noise into Spatial Dynamics of Transcription Factor-Promoter
Interplay
RUUD STOOF1, ÁNGEL GOÑI-MORENO1, ILARIA BENEDETTI2, JUHYUN KIM2, AND VÍCTOR DE LORENZO2
1 INTERDISCIPLINARY COMPUTING AND COMPLEX BIOSYSTEMS RESEARCH GROUP, SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE,

NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY, UK
2 SYSTEMS AND SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY PROGRAM, CENTRO NACIONAL DE BIOTECNOLOGIA (CNB-CSIC), SPAIN
We studied Pm promoter activity of the environmental bacterium Pseudomonas putida and its cognate
regulator XylS by following expression of Pm-GFP fusions in single cells. Using mathematical modeling
and computational simulations, we determined the kinetic properties of the system and used them as
a baseline code to interpret promoter activity in terms of upstream regulator dynamics. Transcriptional
noise was predicted to depend on the intracellular physical distance between regulator source (where
XylS is produced) and the target promoter. Experiments with engineered bacteria in which this
distance is minimized or enlarged confirmed the predicted effects of source/ target proximity on noise
patterns. This approach allowed deconvolution of cytometry data into mechanistic information on
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gene expression flow. It also provided a basis for selecting programmable noise levels in synthetic
regulatory circuits.

24. An Evolutionary Algorithm Approach to Designing Synthetic Networks in silico
ROBERT W. SMITH, BOB VAN SLUIJS, AND CHRISTIAN FLECK
LABORATORY OF SYSTEMS & SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY, WAGENINGEN UR, THE NETHERLANDS
Using synthetic biology, researchers aim to construct small, tunable networks that produce desired
responses. These networks can be manipulated in two ways: first, on the network level, and, second,
through adjusting reaction rates. Thus, given some prescribed functionality, there is a large search
space within which to “reverse engineer” systems that behave in the manner one wishes. Here, we
describe a method of obtaining optimal network designs using a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm. We show the utility of our algorithm by obtaining: robust oscillating systems, network
motifs that produce desired time-series behaviour, and feed-forward loops that possess specific
responses.
Each of these results support and further generalise previously published observations. Notably, the
most robust oscillator design is based on the Repressilator whose sensitivity to biological noise has
recently been experimentally assessed [Potvin-Trottier et al. (2016) Nature 538:514-517]. This
algorithm will aid the future design of novel synthetic tools that are capable of producing complex
responses in a robust manner.

25. A synthetic recombinase-based feedback loop results in robust expression
THOMAS FOLLIARD1, HARRISON STEEL2, THOMAS P. PRESCOTT2, GEORGE WADHAMS1, LYNN J. ROTHSCHILD3, AND
ANTONIS PAPACHRISTODOULOU2
1
2
3

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD, UK
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD, UK

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION AMES RESEARCH CENTER, USA

Feedback control is used to regulate a range of critical functions in natural biological systems. The
feedback architectures mirror frequently used structures in control engineering. These control loops
allow inherently noisy biological processes to function reliably in fluctuating environments. The design
and realisation of feedback controllers in synthetic biological contexts will be increasingly desirable as
synthetic circuits become more complex, as they can improve reliability, and allow tuning, of individual
parts. Here we demonstrate the implementation of negative feedback using integrase proteins which
can flip the orientation of a segment of DNA to regulate a gene’s expression. An excisionase protein
completes the negative feedback loop by catalysing the reverse flipping operation. Our system is able
to reduce variability in the expression of a GFP reporter, both between individual cells and cell
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populations. It may thus provide a modular architecture that can be tuned to suit a variety of synthetic
biological applications that require a robust, controlled output.

26. Population control of co-cultured microorganisms using RNA regulation
VASILY A. SHENSHIN1,2, MARIUS REBMANN1, KEALAN EXLEY 2,3, PAUL S. FREEMONT 2,4, RICHARD I. KITNEY 2,3, GUY- BART
V. STAN 2,3, AND KAREN M. POLIZZI 1,2
1 DEPARTMENT OF LIFE SCIENCES, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
2 CENTRE FOR SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY AND INNOVATION, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
3 DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK
4 DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UK

Robust control is an essential feature of all usable man-made systems. Numerous approaches by the
control engineering community in synthetic biology were implemented, most famously direct negative
feedback, striving to create stable self-regulating devices. However, they are often prone to
perturbations caused by noise or changes in system parameters.
Here we show a potential implementation of the recently described antithetic integral feedback
controller expected to address the shortcomings of the previous systems. We found that a two-input
complimentary RNA-based comparator can compute the ratio of two signals to provide a proportional
output. We also demonstrate how this could be used as a controller circuit coupled with growth
control genes and quorum sensing systems to achieve perfect control of co-cultures. Our results
suggest low-burden components can be used to build stable multi-strain systems. We anticipate the
core components of our circuit could be used in any application requiring tight control of the output.
Low cellular resource cost, simple design rules and wide availability of orthogonal components present
possibilities for rational design of increasingly complex and stable circuits.

27. Engineered control of genetic variability reveals interplay between quorum sensing, feedback
regulation and biochemical noise
YADIRA BOADA1, ALEJANDRO VIGNONI2, AND JESUS PICO1
1 INSTITUTE AI2, UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA DE VALÈNCIA, SPAIN
2 CENTER FOR SYSTEMS BIOLOGY DRESDEN, MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS,

GERMANY
Achieving a desired mean protein expression level while minimizing noise is of interest in many
applications, including robust protein production systems in industrial biotechnology. We consider a
synthetic gene circuit combining intracellular negative feedback and cell-to-cell communication based
on quorum sensing. Stochastic simulations accounting for both intrinsic and extrinsic noise allow us to
analyze the capability of the circuit to reduce noise strength as a function of its parameters. We obtain
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mean expression level and noise strength for all species under different scenarios showing good
agreement with system-wide available experimental data of protein abundance and noise in E. coli.
Our in silico experiments, validated by preliminary in vivo results, reveal significant noise attenuation in
gene expression through the interplay between quorum sensing and negative feedback. A few circuit
parameters that are easy to tune in the wet lab can be used to achieve noise strength reductions up to
60% with respect to constitutive expression of the protein of interest. Our results also highlight the
differential role feedback and quorum sensing play in regard to intrinsic and extrinsic noise, and
suggest that tuning synthetic gene circuits to minimize noise while achieving a desired expression level
will require a multiobjective optimization approach.

28. Uncertain Kinetic Systems - a computational approach for structural analysis
ZOLTAN A. TUZA AND FRANK ALLGÖWER

INSTITUTE FOR SYSTEMS THEORY AND AUTOMATIC CONTROL, UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART,
GERMANY
The class of kinetic systems encoding the dynamics of Chemical Reaction Networks (CRN) have been
extensively used as a modeling classfor (bio)chemical processes. Thanks to their dynamical properties,
aswell as to the structural properties of the corresponding CRNs,several powerful results have been
reported over the last decades(e.g. deficiency zero and one theorems, global attractor conjectureand
its proof).
Recently, the structural non-uniqueness of CRNs, as realizations ofthe same kinetic system, sparked an
avenue of research, which is builton optimization models and focuses on translating structural
anddynamical properties into the constraint set. This line of researchhas produced several tools,
mostly based on linear programming, toassess the properties of a kinetic system and its CRN
realizations.
This poster will feature another branch of research where parametricuncertainty is considered
together with the dynamics. Thanks to robustoptimization methods, we have tractable optimization
problems forseveral types of uncertainties. Hence, these methods enable us toaccommodate
parametric uncertainty in the class of kinetic systems,and open up a way to incorporate noisy data, but
still, provide the same rigorous optimization based analysis developed for the noise free case.
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WIRELESS ACCESS INFORMATION
The WiFi hotspot name is PPH-Guest
The corresponding password for the event is CHT3ngin33ring

TWITTER HASHTAG
If you use twitter, please label your tweets with the #synbiocontrol2017 hashtag for easy
sorting and searching.

FULL ADDRESS OF THE VENUE
The full address of the venue is:
Prince Philip House, 3 Carlton House Terrace, London, Post Code: SW1Y 5DG

CLOSEST TUBE STATIONS
The closest tube stations are (by proximity):







Charing Cross
Piccadilly Circus
Embankment
Leicester Square
Green Park
Westminster

Please see the maps below for further information.
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